What Children are Taught
By Edward Bissett
Parents need to be aware that some
teachers are teaching the children that we no
longer need to have the “outdated concept of
God”. We now have science and technology
to answer the questions of how life began.
I became aware of this when a boy of
eleven approached me on a street in Belfast
and asked, “If God created everything, who
created God?” The answer to the question is
the truth that was spoken by God to Moses
in Exodus 3:14 “And God said to Moses I
AM THAT I AM…” This simple statement
tells us that God is self-existing or eternal.
God has no beginning and no end.
The following week the lad threw another
question at me, “Just because everything was
created with design and order, does that
prove there is a God?” The answer to the
question is yes. This is an evidence that the
Bible gives to show that belief in God is
rational.
Psalm 19:1 “The heavens declare the
     
handywork. 2 Day unto day uttereth speech,
and night unto night sheweth knowledge. 3
There is no speech nor language, where their
voice is not heard.” Romans 1:19 “Because
that which may be known of God is manifest
              
20 For the invisible things of him from the
creation of the world are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even
 
    
are without excuse:”

This is not a complicated argument. Anything that shows order and design demonstrates that someone designed and created it.
When you look at a watch you can see order
and design. You know that this was not the
result of an explosion that by chance formed
a watch. When we view creation we see
design and order in abundance. The conclusion is inescapable. Someone had to design
and create the universe. The only one up to
the job is an eternal, all powerful God.
The following Wednesday night at our
children’s meeting another girl asked the
identical question that the boy had first
asked me. This made me suspicious, so I
mentioned this to our adults on Sunday. One
parent told me that her thirteen year old
daughter had come home with the same
question. Another, taking a class at the
Belfast Metropolitan College , was told that
in our day of science and technology we can
get rid of the concept of God. This shows
that some teachers are promoting the philosophy of secular humanism and actively discouraging a belief in God.
Humanism, as defined by the Collin’s
Dictionary, is “the rejection of religion in
favour of a belief in the advancement of
humanity by its own efforts.” However,
what some of the teachers are doing goes
beyond the simple definition of humanism
and boarders on secular humanism. This is
defined by the Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary as “humanistic philosophy viewed as a
nontheistic religion antagonistic to traditional religion.” They are clearly antagonistic to
traditional religion and seem to have a fanatical belief that their view is the only one that
could possibly be correct. Their evangelical
zeal for humanism is simply another form of
religion hiding under the disguise of
“science falsely so called”.

Clearly, they are attacking the concept of
God on the grounds of creation. This leads me
to assume that they must believe in evolution,
teaching the universe is the result of a “Big
Bang” that happened billions of years ago. It
takes more faith for them to believe that an
explosion brought about the beauty and order
         
to believe that God created it in six days.

My view is based on faith. Hebrews 11:3
“Through faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of God, so that
things which are seen were not made of things
which do appear.” It is by faith because no
one but God was there when He created
everything. For the same reason the evolutionist must exercise faith in a “Big Bang”. No
one was there to see it. Although, the evolutionist would argue that we can see the results
of the “Big Bang” and from that we can know
that it must have taken place. I remind you
that the “Big Bang” is an explosion. Here in
Northern Ireland we know that explosions
result in destruction and chaos not in the
beauty and order we see in the universe. The
evolutionist believes that the order in the universe and life on this planet all came about by
chance. Yet, the science of statistical analyses
has proven that this is virtually impossible.
The faith of the evolutionist is not daunted.
They happily believe in the impossible and
claim their view must be true, because they
have no other explanation. They call this
science?

Paul warned Timothy about false science
that contradicted the Bible. 1Timothy 6:20
“O Timothy, keep that which is committed to
thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings,

and oppositions of science falsely so
called.” At this time men of science believed in spontaneous generation: “the supposed spontaneous origination of living
organisms directly from lifeless matter.” (The Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary).
The Bible teaches biogenesis: “the principle that a living organism must originate
from a similar parent organism.” (Collin’s
Dictionary) Biogenesis is now accepted as
scientifically correct, and spontaneous generation has been proven false by the experiments of Louis Pasteur (1822-1895). This is
especially relevant to our discussion, since
the evolutionist has to believe that life began by spontaneous generation, “directly
from lifeless matter,” by chance. They call
this science?
The scientific method has been the
accepted approach for hundreds of years for
developing and proving scientific theories
and laws. This approach is quite simple
and effective. It starts with observation.
The scientist sees an event in nature. He
then forms an hypotheses, which is an educated guess, for what caused this event.
Next, he devises experiments in which he
tries to predict what will happen. If his
experiments do not support his hypotheses,
he must do more observations, then change
or modify the hypotheses followed by more
experimentation. The goal is to create
results that can be reproduced by others to
validate the scientist’s findings. Through
this process many scientific laws and theories have been proven. Sir Isaac Newton
(1642-1727) is reported to have seen an
apple fall from a tree, which led him to
speculate as to why. We know that his experimentation brought about the laws of
gravitation, and anyone can test these laws
by throwing a ball into the air.
How does evolution measure up to the
scientific method? Has anyone ever observed one organism change into something
else? No, yet there are many hypotheses to
explain how this could have occurred. Has
anyone developed experiments that prove
any of these guesses? No, some have tried

Our Children, Our Future

speare, Milton, Chaucer, and any other great
        
    
While modern scholars attempt to overthrow the accuracy and integrity of God’s
Word, they cannot argue against the Bible’s
history. Political leaders have been attempting to destroy the Bible for centuries, but
this amazing Book remains the most
published, copied, and purchased volume in
history. In spite of the numerous copies,
scholars find 93% agreement among all the
copies in existence.

by Matt Parrow
Today’s children are tomorrow’s future.
One of our greatest concerns should be the
children we are forming into tomorrow’s
adults. Sure, we desire to rear children into
morally responsible people who can benefit
society. Eminently more important is our
responsibility to see them develop into spiritual adults with a love for God and His
Word.
The person of highest honour in Christianity is its namesake, Jesus Christ. More than
being a good man, Jesus was God in the flesh
(Philippians 2:5-11). We may rightly say that
Christ’s thoughts, words and actions were the
thoughts, words and actions of God Himself.
So how did Jesus view children? Consider
some of the following examples of God’s
view of children.

The Bible – A Child’s Book
The Bible speaks often of children. One
of the greatest examples of this can be found
in the Proverbs of Solomon. The book of
Proverbs, stresses parental responsibility, as
well as childhood respect and honour.
The Bible remains the greatest literary
achievement of all time. As a piece of literature, apart from its spiritual nature, the Bible
stands above the works of Homer, Shake-

This great literary work, the supernaturally preserved Word of God, can still capture
the minds of children. Noah and the Ark,
Moses and the Red Sea, David and Goliath,
Jonah and the fish, are timeless stories ingrained in most children from a very early
age. Bible stories extol virtue and frowns
upon vice. Bible heroes are real people, and
their faults lie at the heart of many of the
stories. As children learn the truth behind
these stories, their spiritual and moral senses
are awakened, and realisation of their own
responsibilities to God and to other people
dawns upon them.
H. G. Wells, himself no advocate of
Christianity, wrote that ‘the Bible has been
the Book that held together the fabric of
Western civilisation…. The civilisation we
possess could not have come into existence
and could not have been sustained without
it.” As we train and commission our children
to carry the torch to the next generation, we
must instil a knowledge both of the Bible
and of its Author.
Born Again – A Child’s Faith
And Jesus called a little child unto him, and
set him in the midst of them, and said,
‘Verily I say unto you, except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not
enter into the kingdom of heaven.

and failed, others claim that this is not
possible because it takes millions of years.
The truth is that evolution is not science at
all because they do not use the accepted
scientific method to verify their claims.
Yet, they confidently proclaim that it must
be true. They call this science?

Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little child, the same is greatest
in the kingdom of heaven (Matthew 18:2-4).

Jesus taught the necessity of people
being born again. Nicodemus, a great religious leader in his day, questioned Christ
one night. As a Jewish leader, Nicodemus
recognised that Christ’s unique ministry
distinguished Him from other prophets.
Although Nicodemus was an extremely
religious man, Christ informed him that
before people can enter God’s kingdom they
must be born again. The truth rings true
today: ‘Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man be born again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God’ (John 3:3). Christ likened
the spiritual birth to physical birth.
Some time later in the city of Capernaum
with His disciples, Christ repeated the
necessity of child-like faith. They questioned Christ concerning their ranking in the
kingdom of heaven. In response, Christ
beckoned to a little child. With all eyes on
the lad, Christ issued an unexpected warning: ‘Except ye be converted, and become
as little children, ye shall not enter into the
kingdom of heaven’ (Matthew 18:3). Judas
Iscariot, standing in that group of disciples,
would never enter the kingdom of heaven
because he never heeded Christ’s words.

Evolutionists claim that the fossil record
is proof that evolution is true. Is this really
the case? An examination of fossils displays the abundance of life that has existed
on our plant over the centuries. Sadly, there
are many life forms, plant and animal,
which are now extinct. However, there are
also many that show their descendants have
changed very little over time. What is most
astonishing is what is missing from the
fossil record. We often hear evolutionist
talk of the missing link, that is the stages of
development from apes to men. What we
do not hear them admit is that the fossil
record is missing thousands of transitional
forms from one organism to another. The
fossil record does show that the diversity of
life that has lived on this planet has existed
within defined limits. This is what the Bible
teaches in Genesis. God created the great
diversity of life and commanded that they
should reproduce after their kind. Yet, in
spite of the fact that the fossil record does
not support their view, the evolutionist dogmatically insists his is the only possible
explanation. They call this science?
There are many other arguments that can
be put forward to show that evolution is not
scientific. Space will not allow me to use
these at this time. However, I believe that
anyone with an open mind will be able to
see, that secular humanist have closed their
minds to the possibility of God creating all

By the word of the LORD
     
the host of them by the breath
of his mouth.
Psalm 33:6

that now exists. This
leaves them with a
dilemma: how did we get
here?
Darwin’s Origin of
Species gave them an
alternative
explanation.
They embraced this with
the fervour of a religious
experience, and have
blindly and tenaciously held to it despite the
facts to the contrary. The science of statistical analyses has proven that this is virtually impossible. Yet, the evolutionist chooses
to believe the impossible.
Evolution requires life to have begun by
chance, through spontaneous generation,
“directly from lifeless matter,” but science
has proven this to be a false concept and has
affirmed the concept supported by the Bible
of biogenesis as true. Yet, the evolutionist
chooses to believe the false and claim that it
must be true. The accepted scientific method
cannot be used to verify their claims. Yet,
the evolutionist chooses to believe their
views are scientific. The fossil record is
missing thousands of transitional forms
from one organism to another, and supports
the Biblical view that God created a great
diversity of life that reproduce after their
kind. Yet, the evolutionist chooses to
believe the missing link will one day be
discovered and ignores all the other missing
links. They say that evolution is scientific,
but the truth is that it is science-fiction.
Truly, their faith in the doctrine of evolution
has blinded their eyes to the facts that disprove their beliefs. The old adage, “My
mind is made up don’t confuse me with the
facts,” can be applied to the evolutionist,
who has chosen to worship the creation
rather than the Creator.
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I trust that your mind has not been blinded by the smoke and mirrors claims of
evolution. Look around you and see the evidence that an all-powerful God created from
nothing by His word all that now exists.
Accepting the existence of God is the first
step to being reconciled to Him. Next, we
must realize that we are accountable to God
for our sins, which are being recorded in
heaven. God is holy and righteous, and justly demands punishment for all our sins. He
knows we cannot pay the price ourselves.
So, He paid our debt for us by punishing His
Son, Jesus, in our place. Now, God wants us
to acknowledge our helpless condition and
from our hearts put our trust in the payment
He has made to redeem us from our sins.
Romans 10:13 “For whosoever shall call
upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.”
Why not call on Him now to save you from
your sin?

Lo, children are an
heritage of the
LORD: and the fruit
of the womb is his
reward. Psalm 127:3
Any individual, from the highest religious
leader to the lowest traitor, must come to the
point of child-like faith before they can enter
the kingdom of God. If your children are to
be born again, you can be the greatest example to them. Have you ever trusted Christ as
your Saviour?
The offer does not stand for parents alone.
Any person can be saved, regardless of their
past or present condition. Perhaps you think

you are too religious to make this decision.
Becoming like a little child involves humility. Perhaps you feel that you have done too
much wrong for Christ to ever want you. You
cannot sink lower than Christ is willing to go
to save you. The greatest decision you can
ever make in your life is the decision to trust
your eternity to Jesus Christ.
We should not be surprised to find children as an example of faith. Simply defined,
faith is dependence. The life of an infant or
toddler supplies a perfect picture of faith.
Everything that child does depends upon the
aid of others. An infant possesses no ability to
provide food, clothing, housing, or transportation for itself. That child places all of its
‘faith’ upon parents or minders. In the same
manner, adults must have the spiritual faith
demonstrated physically by a little child.
Statistics indicate that most believers
today placed faith in Christ at an early age.
As a person grows older, faith in someone or

something else becomes harder. Selfsufficiency crowds dependence. Human
reasoning replaces faith. We must reach our
children before they outgrow their natural
child-like faith.
The Millstone – A Child’s Promise
And whoso shall receive one such little
child in my name receiveth me. But whoso
shall offend one of these little ones which
believe in me, it were better for him that a
millstone were hanged about his neck, and
that he were drowned in the depth of the sea
(Matthew 18:5-6).
You don’t have to watch television or
read the newspapers often to find tragic stories of child abuse. Parental neglect occurs
far too often. Molestation by religious figures
offends the conscience of our nation
and shreds the fabric of society.
These societal blights cry out for justice. So
many events occur that we ask ourselves if
there is any justice for the children. If Christ
loves children so much, then why must
they suffer because of vulnerability?
We must admit truthfully that not every
case surfaces. While our justice system
works well, sometimes the offenders find
loop-holes. In spite of this, Christ promised
to exact unfailing justice upon those who
‘offend’ the vulnerable children.
Regarding the future of those who harm
our children, Christ said that they would be
better off to have someone take a millstone,
tie it to their neck, and cast them into the
depths of the sea. That picture, Christ said,
is better than the punishment they will receive from the ultimate Judge for their offence.
‘Take heed that ye despise not one of
        
heaven their angels do always behold the
face of my Father which is in
heaven’ (Matthew 18:10).
Jesus Christ – A Child’s God
Then were there brought unto him little
children, that he should put his hands on
them, and pray: and the disciples rebuked
them. But Jesus said, ‘Suffer little children,
and forbid them not to come unto me: for of
such is the kingdom of heaven.’ (Matthew

19:13-14).
Christ’s ministry emphasised the importance of the downtrodden of society.
Political activists today tells us that we live
in a man’s world. They would do well to go
back two thousand years and experience
society before the time of Christ. Men were
considered the ultimate part of society.
Women, children, handicapped, and the
elderly mattered little in that society. When
we read of Christ’s ministry, we find Him
often among these people. He spent time
healing the sick, dealing with women on a
peerage level with men, and caring for children.
On a hillside near the Sea of Galilee one
day, a crowd of more than five thousand
men had gathered. After spending all day
listening to Christ preach, the people became hungry. While the disciples fretted
over the lack of food, a young boy brought a
simple lunch to Christ. Taking the small
meal, Christ fed all the people there and still
had leftovers.

In the passage mentioned above, people
sought Christ’s blessing for their children.
In typical adult fashion, the disciples sought
to protect Christ from such mundane things.
Christ rebuked the disciples and blessed the
children, spending time with them. The
scene touches the heart: Christ, with the
children gathered about Him, investing His
valuable time on the future.
If Christ, busy as He was, invested time
in the next generation, should we as parents
not be willing also to spend quality time
with our children? Our time with them
         
them today.

